
Warm sparkle,  
unrivalled efficiency
Introducing the new generation 
MASTERColour CDM Warm
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Features
• Sparkling warm light (2500 K)
• CDM Warm (≈90 lm/W) is 80% more efficient than SDW
• Excellent color rendering, CRI = 92 
• Clean Beam
• Comes in standard CDM lamp dimensions T/TC
• Compatible with standard CDM gear (electronic only)
• Extended lifetime (+50%) compared to SDW

Benefits
• Creates a golden sparkle that reflects beautifully on food 

and furniture (especially with materials such as wood, 
leather, bread)

• CDM Warm can replace energy-inefficient halogen light 
sources, providing the same beautiful warm sparkle at  
a fraction of the energy cost 

• Save more than € 14 on energy cost per year per lamp 
(assuming € 0.12/kWh and 4,000 burning hours per 
year)

• Extra brightness makes it possible to increase spacing 
between luminaires in the ceiling

• High CRI gives a perfect, real impression of colors
• Clean beam technology makes the light pattern smooth 

and uniform
• Use of existing luminaires enables short time to market, 

reduced development costs and less complexity
• Longer lifetime reduces maintenance costs 

MASTERColour CDM-T/TC Warm
Since 1992, White SON (SDW) lamps have been a leading proposition for accent lighting in supermarkets, bakeries and  
high-end furniture stores. SDW lamps create a cozy, relaxed atmosphere in a retail store, so shoppers feel more at ease.  
They also create a unique color impression that makes wood, leather, bread and food look incredibly attractive. In a furniture 
store, for example, shoppers get a better idea of how the furniture will look in their homes. Energy saving requirements  
have made it necessary to come up with a more efficient warm light source. MASTERColour CDM Warm is the answer:  
with the MASTERColour CDM Warm 70W/925 efficacy will almost double compared to SDW 100W. 

MASTERColour CDM Warm offers unrivalled sparkling warm light by combining the color temperature of SDW (2500 K)  
with Elite quality of light, efficacy and lifetime. Replace an SDW 100W system with CDM Warm 70W and save 30% energy,  
while enjoying 30% more, and very warm, light with CRI 92 at ≈90 lm/W!

Dimensions (mm)
Dimensions (mm)
70W lamp

D 
Max

L (=LCL)
Nom

C
Max

CDM-T Warm G12 20 56 103

CDM-TC Warm G8.5 15 52 85

Dimensions same as existing CDM-T/TC lamps.
Arc length O same as CDM Elite 70W.

CDM-T Warm CDM-TC Warm

G12 70W G8.5 70W

CDM-T Warm  
G12

CDM-TC Warm  
G8.5
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Ordering data

Product 
Type Light 

output 
(lm)

Module
Efficacy
(lm/W)

Colour 
Temp. 
(K)

Colour 
Rendering Index 
(CRI)

Survival 
50%
(hr)

Lumen
maintenance  
@15 k hrs (%)

Burning 
position

Lamp  
foot

Luminaire gear

CDM-T Warm 70W 6500 89 2500 92 15000 80 Universal G12 70W CDM Electronic Gear

CDM-TC Warm 70W 6500 89 2500 92 15000 80 Universal G8.5 70W CDM Electronic Gear

Naming EOC 12nc=GPC

MASTERColour CDM-T Warm 70W/925 G12 1CT 87182912 03056 00 928061405131

MASTERColour CDM-TC Warm 70W/925 G8.5 1CT 87182912 03070 00 928061505131

Is MASTERColour CDM-T/TC Warm compatible with existing 
CDM-T/TC (Elite) luminaires?
Yes, CDM-T/TC Warm lamps fit in existing CDM-T/TC (Elite) luminaires.

Can CDM Warm be used in existing SDW luminaires?
This is not possible because of differences in socket, lamp dimensions, 
gear, optical behavior and protection requirements (open vs closed). 

Can I replace a CDM-T/TC Elite 70W/930 with CDM-T/TC  
Warm 70W?
Yes, you can. The CDM-T/TC Warm lamps will create a warmer 
atmosphere. In some cases, a change of reflector may be needed.  
No gear changes are required when electronic gear is used. 

Will CDM Warm lamps also come in other shapes/sockets and  
other wattages?
Warm light starts with T and TC lamps. Other lamp types are possible 
and under consideration. More info will be communicated later in 2012. 

Will Philips keep SDW T/TG in its portfolio?
Yes, Philips will keep SDW in the portfolio for the foreseeable future.

Does Philips plan any product upgrades of its SDW portfolio?
SDW has two special properties: color enhancement in combination 
with warm light. To optimize these special properties and increase 
energy efficacy, we are launching a new generation of lamps that 
offer these unique benefits together with superb efficacy and lifetime 
characteristics: CDM Fresh and CDM Warm. As these products  
are superior to SDW, we do not plan any product upgrades  
of SDW, though we will continue to offer SDW lamps for  
replacement purposes.

Frequently asked questions
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